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Christian Marxism
On Friday, May 2, at 8:15 p.m.,
Jan Milic Lochman, theologian
from Prague, Czechoslovakia, will

by Bonnie Enke

(Editors Note: This

As Mr. Day began to describe
the first of
article on the Urban the structure of the U.S.P., I was
a
Studies Program. Next week's amazed at its complexity and even
story will cover the students' ex- more so, at the organization and
coordination of all its divisions.
perience in the U.S.P.)
After my editorial of March 14, The GLCA Philadelphia Program
I couldn't be happier to follow it is one phase of the U.S.P. Alup with this story of our Urban though not all the students in
Studies Program an exciting pro- Philadelphia are in an urban situgram under the direction of a ation, Mr. Hoffman, Chairman of
unique individual, Rev. Day. As the Education Department, and
I talked to Mr. Day, I found my- director of the GLCA program, is
self enraptured in enthusiasm and working closely with the U.S.P.
hope as he described the philo- committee to coordinate the stu
sophy, plans and realization of dents' urban experiences in Philathe Program. For I realized that delphia with those designed by the
he was talking about a new ap- U.S.P. The U.S.P. in Birmingham
proach, away from the teacher-directe- is also being coordinated by Woossubservient, passive edu- ter's U.S.P. Still another division
cational processes we've been liv- identified with the U.S.P., is the
ing toward a
active, Four College Program in Cleve
involved process of learning, so land. Two vears ago. representa-- !
very foreign to so many of us. tives from Wooster, Oberlin, Hi-Let me describe our talk, in hopes ram, and Heidelberg discussed the
that you too will be informed and possibility of a combined urban
studies program in Cleveland.
challenged as I was.
The Urban Studies Program These discussions have led to the
has been a combined effort on the final planning stages of a three
a
part of students, faculty and ad- year experimental program
ministrators ever1 since its begin- program that can easily be inning in 1963. Mr. Day, who was corporated into the actual U.S.P.
then director of Beacon House in structure. The Four College ProChicago, was approached by Woos- gram in Cleveland, which is being
ter students working in the com planned by faculty representatives
munity house for the summer, to and the Dean from each of the
establish an academic program four colleges, will probably get
with the College in connection underway in the fall.
with their experience at Beacon
A year ago, the Academic
House. Mr. Day contacted the ColStandards Committee approved the
lege about the possibility of such
fourth division of our Urban Studa program. From there, the idea
ies Program, which is separate
has evolved with the help and
from the GLCA, the Miles ex- planning of the three segments of
change and Four College pro-Ithe College into the exciting Urban grams.
approving this phase
Studies Program we know today of
the
the faculty stressed
U.S.P.,
The Urban Studies Committee in- the
necessity of establishing and
cludes Tom Rait (Chairman),
maintaining the academic validity
from the Religion Department, Joe
of the program which the Urban
Lawrence from Sociology, Jim
Studies Committee has carefully
Hodges from History, Bill Baird
done.
from Economics, Kent Weeks from
Political Science, and Lee Eber
hart, student representative from
the Educational Affairs Committee.
As a result of the committee's
efforts, the program, coordinating
study
and
r- r
is carefully built into Wooster's
curriculum. The Urban Studies
Committee has done an outstanding job in setting its own standards
for the U.S.P. in keeping with the
principles and philosophies of the
college.
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address the student body in the
Chapel. He has been one of the
leading spokesmen for the Christian understanding of man and
society within the Communist
countries of Eastern Europe and
has been viewed by some as a
prophet behind the Iron Curtain.
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tion, the Czechoslovakian theologian views Christianity in Marxist
lands as ending up being less com-

!
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"Wooster," a painting inspired by the place, is still hanging
in Lowry Center although there has been dispute over whether
it should. The administration made it known to LCB that it
thought the painting in bad taste, especially on weekends
of Trustee and Alumni meetings.

Militarism Day To Cover
by Bob Bonthius

implications of militarism will be
On Friday, May 9, our fair cam- explored such as the ABM and
CIA. The setting will be the library
pus will be alive with a very im- steps (Campus
side) if fair weathand workshop. er prevails.
portant teach-i"Militarism Day" will bring to
Speakers and workshop leaders
of
national fame will include Ron
Wooster many speakers on various
aspects of U. S. Militarism, at Young, of the Fellowship of Recon
Mike Wittels of the Cen
home and abroad. Unlike last ciliation,
year's "Vietnam Day," this year's
program will not center on the Afro-American
U.S. war in southeast Asia, rather
the. broad spectrum and greater
n

n

off-camp-

Frequently becoming involved
in probing dialogue with Marxist
ideologists over matters relating
to understanding man, the goal
of human life, and the nature of
society, Lochman sees less danger
of an uncritical assimilation be
tween Christianity and the culture
of a Marxist state than between
Christianity and the culture of a
Capitalist state. Because of Mar-ism'- s
traditional
posianti-religio-

1

on-camp- us

ANGLO MUST REALIZE THAT
MANY WHO ARE POOR IN THE
SOUTHWEST HAVE RICH AND PRICELESS TRADITIONS
A CULTURAL
KIND OF AFFLUENCE
WE NEED
BADLY TO SHARE."
Tribal leader
quoted in the "American Indian"

NEWSPAPER

Mew Urban Studies Program
To

THE

j

promised than Christianity in
countries where a nominally "religious" capitalism prevails.
The renowned and articulate
Dr.Lochman has titled his relevant
speech, "The Christian Marxist
Dialogue."

War, ABM
tral Committee for Conscientious
Objectors, and Dr. Robert Bonthius, former chairman of the
Cleveland
Area Peace Action
Council. Several other equally capable and vocal speakers will be
on hand: Ray Swartzback, Am
Lewis, J. Arthur Baird, Gunnar
Urang, and James Norton.

WA"

Major

Weekend Conference Tells Plight Approved With 13 Courses Added
Faculty approval of an inter with a minimum of two courses in
departmental
Independent Study at the senior
And Pride Of American Indian ies "A" major last Monday level.
Independent Study must be

us

and Indian leadership either died
or was suppressed. Although today's Indian leaders are men who
have been educated in the white
man's schools, they are proclaiming a new Indian spirit. The new
Indian leader is well acquainted
with the white man's ways, and
therefore more capable of understanding how to preserve the culture of the stoic Indian people and
yet at the same time establish
communication between the two
races that will be beneficial to
both. These new leaders have
formed groups to further their
goals and promote unity. These
national groups are valuable as
communication links between all
the tribes and the whites, and they
JAMES OFFICER
must be heeded. The ability and
leadership potential of the young
by Lorrie Smith
Indian leaders combined with coThis weekend's conference on operation from the white sector of
the American Indian should con- society should be able effectively
vince its participants that the In- to destroy the barriers to mutual
"
dian is not a cultural
acceptance.
Cultural differences, such as the
The white society must come to
Indian's beliefs in communal land the realization that cultural min
ownership, spiritual devotion to orities can be assets to the nation,
"Mother Earth," and a distaste for and that assimilation is not essen
rapid progress have always alien- tial. The cultural heritage of the
s
from the country
ated the
is enriched by an accept
red man.
differences. In
of
distinctive
ance
During the 19th century the dian culture is exciting and vital,
tribes suffered forced removal and indeed, it is where any valid
created by the reservation system, history of America must begin.
-

m

"South Pacific' Is

Spring Production
The Color Day play this year
"South Pacific," written by
Oscar Hammerstein and Richard
will be

Rodgers, which first opened on,
Broadway in 1949. It is the standard version of the play which will
be produced
"all by the book,"
according to Darby Miller, the female lead. Don Pocock is the male
lead, and Richard Jones will be
the guest star, with other major
parts belonging to Maggie
and Roy Arthur. Dr. Logan
will be directing the play, assisted
by John Boyer (voice) and Betty
Cocuzza (dance) .
Tuesday, May 6, will be opening
day for "South Pacific," and it
will run through Saturday, May
10. Tickets are on sale now for
$2.00 and may be purchased at
Wishart Hall, or reserved by calling one of the secretaries at
Pet-ting-

il

ail!
"has-been.-

Anglo-American-

Afro-America-

Stud-

n

eve-

ning insures inclusion of the 14 done in one of the participating
course program in next year's new departments on a topic dealing
n
Studies.
curriculum.
with
will prob
programs
Composed of both presendy
became a part of the
existing courses and new oner- - ably
Studies major. Each stuStudies
gs, the
program will be
Department will offer students a dent's
examined by the
major in Black Studies independStudies Curriculum Committee as
ent of a major in any other depart
to its approval.
a
ment as well as increasing the
Afro-AmeFinally,
potential
the
number of Black Studies courses
can Studies major must indicate
in tlv curriculum for
or
according to Hayden Schilling, whether his major is humanities
social science oriented and must
Chairman of the
disstudent-facultCommittee, on Black complete concentration and
requirements accord
tribution
Education that formulated the pro- Afro-America-

Off-camp-
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Afro-Americ- an

Afro-America-

n

off-camp-
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Afro-America-
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non-major-
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Among the "old" courses are
Racial and Ethnic Minorities. Civil
Liberties in the United States,
Urban Politics, the South in Am- rican History, and African His
tory, lhe majority of courses,
however, are either entirely new
or current 399 courses that have
been permanently established in

Administration of the major will
be executed by the seven member
Studies Curriculum

Afro-America-

n

Committee.

Prof. Schilling emphasizes the
Committee's receptiveness to student suggestions. The new pro
gram, he feels, was greatly aided
by the helpful suggestions of Solomon Oliver, Ed Smith, Kenny
and several other students
who sat in on the many committee meetings. Efforts are being
made to hire black instructors.
There is a possibility that a black
professor from Ohio State will
teach the Economics of the Ghetto

the curriculum: Seminar in Afri
can Art, Economic Problems of the
Literature,
Ghetto,
n
Studies in
Poetry,
Drama, and Fiction, Black Reli
gion, American Racial Conflict,
and Black Theatre.
A major in
course.
Studies involves selection of nine
An
to 13 courses from the above list
Afro-Americ-

an

Afro-America-

Mc-Harg-

h,

Afro-Americ- an

Afro-America-

n

Studies
on Page 3)
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Fine: In Fine Time
It's been since February, and we still don't know. The cost of

TEMPTATIONS OF THE GNAWING

To Tlio Editor
CRAW

HAIL CHAPEL

cutting goes up and up in some students' minds while others figure To the Editor:
To the Editor:
what they don't know (namely, the new Chapel fining system) can't
Sweet shades of high school! Lowry Center din
There is one feature of this college which is
hurt them or their pockets.
ing hall has become plagued by a
constantly criticized, and for which not one good
But we have been warned, however ambiguously, as the report brand of thoughtlessness. I speak of the actions of word has been offered. This is our morning "conon the changed Chapel system included the phrase "substantial fine a number of very, very important people who vocation" program. Although that expression alg
engage in
at meals.
ways sounds like an administration euphemism for
for overcutting."
Certainly, this is at first sight an innocuous "chapel," it certainly is an accurate name for the
One dollar is a substantial amount for almost any college student,
practice, but it has reached the point at which program.
but the Chapel committee probably is not thinking in terms of one my peeve need be expressed. I have several obThe assembly program is not a chapel program
or two dollars. The Trustees weren't thinking in terms of dollars at jections to
along with a couple possible with any implications of forcing religion on the
all; in fact, they recommended during the winter that some better solutions,
student body. Anyone who attempts to voice such
rirst, objections:
system than fining be devised (and it is generally believed that it is
(1) I refuse to believe that anyone who cuts into a complaint will find himself talking to thin air
the Trustees whose "will be done").
we won't listen to nonsense. In the same way, no
line as any more important than anyone behind
be
of
when it will
paid sophomores him. AH men are created equal, someone once one will convince any thoughtful Wooster student
There's also the question
think junior year, juniors think senior year, and seniors think they're said . . . "especially at dinner time," echoes my that chapel is a restriction Galpin places on us to
show its power, or to keep us occupied and out of
hungry little belly.
exempt under the new program.
trouble
for two hours a week.
g
is motivated by purely selfish
(2)
SGA finally took some action last week. They called the delayed
There must, then, be some positive reason for
varies in
thought. Mathematically
silence abominable and sent a member to investigate. He talked with
direct proportion to the length of the line and the this program. We hear the opinion that
Mr. David Twining, chairman of the Chapel Committee, and President
assemblies provide unity in the student
edibleness of the meal. A case in point would be
Drushal, both of whom told him that a committee will reach and
body. This may or may not be so. The student
the now infamous lines of the German dinner. There
release a decision by May 5.
is certainly united in its lack of appreciation
body
were many minor little feuds along the half hour
the
program.
R.M. path to dinner. This took some of the pleasure out for
VOICE has one comment: "It's about time.'
of a good dinner, and indeed riled up many people
There is one aspect of this program, though,
enough to allow their Wienerschnitzel to remain in which is so valid that it should excite enthusiasm
and respect from us all. When we come here we
an uncomfortably undigested state.
(3) The desire to be with friends in line can pay the College of Wooster $3,000 a year to give
certainly be supressed. Two solutions: (a) Have us a "liberal education," to help us cope with the
the foresight to come with friends so finding them shockingly present technical era. Eventually many
weekend is hosting more than Vanilla Fudge and
This three-dain line will be unnecessary. It seems strange that of us become dissatisfied with the job it's doing.
Spring Fever Day as it is also scheduled with the American Indian
are always cultivated with those We find that the requirements of studiesn several
Conference.
fields aren't suited to our needs or interests, or, on
ahead in line, never behind, (b) Examine,
the
other hand, that we are being narrowed by
the kind of friendships cultivated. Why
The Conference will bring five speakers, all experts on the Amerihaving to concentrate on an area we decide on
can Indians and one of them Indian herself. It will feature dis- does a good pal always say, "Sure, get in line
before the end of our sophomore year. We all displays and sale of Indian silver and copperware, films on the Indian, behind me!" (4) The practice colossally wastes
the time of everyone behind the ditcher. How can cover that education means being exposed to many
and a group of 20 Indian dancers.
this practice be stopped? A few quick suggestions. activities and ideas. The college provides a chance
The Conference idea of examining many areas of one topic is
for us to experience many things right there, and
(1) Since monitors like we had in high school
too seldom tried at Wooster. Students have traveled to nearby
one of the ways it does this is through the events
I suggest
are too degrading or juvenile-orientecampuses this year for such conferences as White Racism and Folk
on Tuesday and Thursday mornings. The organ-.izer- s
a system of TV cameras such as those used to apMusic, but at Wooster are rarely treated to anything of more depth
of these happenings provide presentations by
prehend bank criminals. A chapel program of
than one hour and fifteen minutes of an evening lecture will allow.
faculty
and administrators, imported guests, and
selected ditching episodes would be a suitable way
students. They range from discussions of world
It is the question of whether to get a frequent glimpse of many of publicly exposing the culprits.
problems, the alternatives to military service, the
things or to go into one issue completely.
(2) Lectures by apprehended ditchers explaining
peace corps, to dramatic and musical programs.
is more important than anyone else.
why
he
CCA
Any program could be of interest to anyone who
are together
The CIC (Current Issues Committee) and
(3) Armed guards.
would pay attention. But we are so often concerned
planning a fall conference on violence with the possibility of an
of
assigned
(4)
The hiring
an extra campus cop
with the fact that we don't want to sit still for 50
analysis of criminals and prisons later in the year.
solely to tracking down and bringing to justice
minutes that we fail to take advantage of the opThis type of variation in the lecture scheduling is a definite compulsive
portunity. It could be one of the most liberal and
K. M
asset to the College lecture program.
educational experiences we will ever have. If our
(5) A restraining wall of electrified wire.
(6) A small measure of thoughtfulness respect, response to this program is any indication of what
and consideration. By the time we drag our bodies the college does for us and of our real concern
with being liberally educated in an age of "machine
AMERICAN INDIAN CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
over to a meal at Lowry, we are all fighting the
battle of the gnawing craw . . . the stomach of a men," we should expect next week to see the end
Friday
of I.S., 399 courses, foreign study, and any question
no more than anyone else's.
of
beer on campus or open housing.
1:00 Chapel Address: Karl Menninger, Bob Roessel
Glen Rainsley
Let's look at the good in what we have and take
7:00 Pima Indian Dancers, LC Ballroom
advantage of it. Let's stop complaining endlessly
about whatever momentary discomfort or incon9:30 Informal Discussion: John Greenway, James Officer,
WRIGHT AGAIN
venience education causes us.
Karl Menninger, Bob Roessel, LC Pit
To the Editor:
Doug Seaton
(In response to Mr. Wright)
10:30 Navajo Folk Songs and Stories; Ruth Roessel, Zietgeist
O.K., I admit that I did not attend the Peter
Serkin concert on April 15 (could this be due to
Saturday
TOAST TO THE PUB
my complete involvement in that phobic phenomeTo
the
Editor:
non called I.S.?). And I certainly am not knowl
11:00 James Officer, LC Ballroom
of
As the academic year winds its way toward
why Mr. Serkin s music
edgeable on the subject
As
of
apfor
I think that many members of the
completion,
the
dutiful
worthy
performance.
is
1:00 John Greenway, LC Ballroom
plause" and the "stifled giggles," I have a feeling college community would like to extend one special
3:00 Open Air Forum, West Steps of Library
you were a bit unjustified in your evaluation of
word of thanks to this year's Lowry Center Board.
the audience's response. But then, I am unjustified
In assuming their role in the union's initial year
I
of operation, problems were expected to abound.
was not a witness of that
in criticizing you, as
A program of Elizabethan music for voice and recorder
"characteristic dearth of discernment"
However, we all have been pleased to find that
will be presented in the Art Center at the College of Wooster
However, my friend, it is now time for me to numerous programs have come off quite well inon Sunday, May 4, from 3:30 to 4 p.m. Singers are Wendy
set you straight on another matter. As a member
deed, with a fine Lively Arts Week climaxing their
Brown, Ann Clark, Peggy Tillinghast, Bill McCreight, and
of the Concert Choir, I was quite aghast at your
efforts. Communications have been handled well
Douglas Asbury. Students playing recorders include Daniel
ruthless appraisal of the "Elijah" performance. It and it seems to be rather clear that Wooster's
Wright, Carolyn Wright, Deborah Burnham, and Peggy
is the opinion of more than just myself that this
PUB is off to a solid start in providing the
Tillinghast. A few selections from the program are "Sisters,
was one of the most satisfactory concerts the Choir
long needed improvements in the college's social
Awake," by Thomas Bateson, and "Lullaby My Sweet Little
has executed. Were you present that night? I hope life.
Baby," by William Byrd. Admission free, any interested
you were, for if not, who are you to make such
John D. Morris
persons are invited to attend.
rash statements?
How dare you refer to Michael Charry's orchestra
as his "101 kazoo players!" Let me see you get
BARNYARD HONESTY
up there and do just as well as any of them. The To the Editor:
Canton Orchestra gave Wooster its undivided atGothe had his Eckermann, Samuel Johnson his
tention during that week, and it was with feelings
Boswell,
and Heather Rococvages (Ladies Study
Published weekly during the academic year except holidays and examina of
pride and appreciation that we, the choir, Group,
great
by
College
periods
Opinions
expressed
Eighth
Wooster.
of
the students of The
Baptist Church, Dubuque) has
in
tion
editorials and features are those of the community and should not be construed left the Chapel that Friday evening. Did you atFloyd Lawrence.
tend the reception afterwards to ask members of
as representing administration policy.
We must all surely be grateful to Professor LawThis newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all eorres the orchestra why they thought Wooster was worthy
for having shared with us and posterity
rence
of their presence and talent?
pondence to VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Roco-vageThe standing ovation which we received was his memorable telephone dialogue with Miss
Member of United States Student Press Association and Ohio Newspaper
honHer blunt,
Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio more than just an exhibition of "music apprecialiter-erarher
keen
critical discernment in matters
Subscription rate: 5 per year.
tion." Can't an audience display its sincere pleasure esty,
theological,
and
and her poignant sensitivity
by standing to give the group a round of applause?
ROSEMARY MENNINGER, Editor
the
relevant
to
issues
of
our time, are all impressive.
If the group deserves it, then why not?
I can see why Professor Lawrence will brook no
MARK JOHNSON, Contributing Editor
DAVID DOUGLAS, Assoc. Editor
Next time, before you vent your disapproval, I
suggest you think about all the people who put in supercilious sneering at the intellectual environment
PAUL MEYER, Sports Editor
JIM MAIWURM, Business Manager
of which she and he are such characteristic
free time, and
so much of their
VICKY GARRET, Exchange Editor
HARRY SZE, Photography Editor
elbow-greas- e
products.
who used a little effort and
to make
PETE HARVESON, Advertising Mgr.
DOUG LINTON, Circulation
that concert a success.
Daniel F. Calhoun
Staff: Dave Berkey, Steve Buchwalter, Tom Fitt, Tom Hilt, Dick Horn,
What must we do to please you? Extend invitaMeredith Menk, Ohan Horseman. Bill White, Betsy Ridae. James Tavlor
(Editor's Note: Not that VOICE wants to laugh
tions to the New York Philharmonic or the Mormon
Rick Rider. Karen Wenger, Marty Conger, joy Schrock, Murph Sooville,
with he who laughs last, but "Barnyard Honesty"
Linda laylor, ttocert J unison, Julia Uaborn, Anita Buonpane, Susan Tabernacle Choir?
will be the last installment of the Dubuque Dispute.)
Laura Wolfson
ramsworm, Henry uudwell, Betsy Baumann, Sue Leach.
high-schoolis-
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On Tuesday, May 6, at 8 p.m.
in Mateer auditorium, there will
be a lecture entitled ABM: The
Strategic Arms Race. The lecture
is being sponsored by SAC, of
which senior John Dineen is chairman. This compression of information on ABM will save a considerable amount of student time
in researching the matter, while
at the same time it remains a reliable, factual account of the ABM
system. There is a prepared bibliography on display in the library
for student reference prior to the
lecture. The information on ABM
has been "boiled down" by speakers Mrs. Howard Kriebel and Mrs.
G. F. Smith, both of Wooster.
Mrs. Smith, a Wooster graduate,

:

has done community organization
work in the ghettos of Philadelphia, and may be known to some
Wooster students through her position as elder in the Westminster
Church. She has recently been in
Washington, where she attended
a hearing on international organi-

AimeiDysed

years, Mrs. Kriebel is presently the
Secretary of the Wayne County
Interfaith Commission on Human
Rights. She too, was in Washington on Feb. 26 and 27, and during

this time attended a meeting called
by the Arms Control and Disarmament Council on "Human Needs
vs. Military Spending."
The lecture will center around
three main areas: the component
parts of the ABM system, the case
for and against ABM, and specific
suggestions of action for students.
After the facts have been presented, there will be a discussion period, and the charts which the
government utilizes for the promotion of ABM will be available.

zation and disarmament affairs,
at which Asst. Secy, of Defense
David Packard spoke. Mrs. Smith
also found time to talk with Senator Saxbe and Congressman John
Ashbrook during her visit to Washington.
Mrs. Howard Kriebel is a graduate of Earlham College and has
her Masters Degree in Education
from the University of Pennsylvania. A Quaker for the past five

Dee Delaplane Wins

Golder Award For
Terry

Cook-Davi-

draws a pot found at Pella.
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Expedition, has spent Smith's archeological report of the
dig. The book, to be published in
about 15 months, will be for general sale but especially for museums and universities.
country by Dr. Robert Smith's
Besides being surrounded by
Pella expedition to draw pots and pots, Mr.
s
works amid
pot chards found at the Jordan all the instruments of a draftsman
excavation nearly two years ago. and many of an archeologist. StuThe drawings, which are accom- - dents have worked throughout the
year gluing many of the broken
pots, some of which date back to
the Canaanites of 16th and early
15th centuries B.C. These were
found primarily in the cemetery
Elections for the two
of the sixth century A.D. Byzanmembers of the Campus Council tine Church excavated on the site.
will be held Thursday, May 8. There were also excavations carPetitions for nomination may be ried out and supervised by Woosfiled as late as midnight tonight. ter students of several tombs in
The election, as recent ones, will the nearby area.
be during lunch and dinner at
"Herb's (Stetzenmeyer) plot
both dining halls.
was particularly important because
Turnout for last week's election,
of what we could tell from it,"
ratifying the Campus Council and said Mr.
Techniques
rejecting the SFRC's Honor Code of potting
characterized
were
proposal, was one of the largest
in some of the finds from
ever recorded. 1,112 persons, or his plot and the discovery of a
s
of the student
about
libation tube (a ceramic funnel
body, voted.
into the earth through which food
can be passed down to the dead
or to the spirit of the earth) gave
rise to theories about the religious
practices of the people.
who heads a
Mr.
firm that manufactures archeo
logical reproductions in England,
will return home on Monday. He
will soon begin excavation with
a group on Winchester Castle.

most of the past month on the top
floor of Taylor with hundreds of
pieces of pots.
He was brought over to this
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MORE ON
Afro-Americ- an

(Continued from Page 1)

jor can be declared this spring
by interested sophomores. It is un
likely that current juniors can
iiraduate with an A
Studies major as many of the de
partment's courses are offered in
alternate years. Exceptions may
be made through the approval of
Studies Cur
the
riculum Committee. Since a 1 1
course registration for the fall
quarter occurs i n September
course selection will have to wait
until next year.
fro-Americ-
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"Maya Pole"

Fairies, Flicks Make I.S. Scene
It took the I.S. requirement to
prompt the telling of "Tales the
raines JNlever lold. And it took
a camera and a tape recorder, not
a typewriter, to produce the rhythmic filmic variations of Senior
English I.S., "Maya Pole." Eric
Wolf told the tales; Richard Morgan filmed the flick.
"Tales the Fanes Never Told,"
a Thistle Publication as well as
an I.S., is a booklet of 11 fairy
stories on sale to adults (and mature children) for $1. It is the
product of three years' work and
was published, said the author,
because, "Any art work without
an audience is an abortion." Illustrations for the booklet are by
Sue Logan and Cynthia Rutan.
Richard Morgan describes his

"Maya Pole" is one of the first
films made in fulfillment of the
senior I.S. requirement. It was
filmed almost entirely in New England over spring vacation and includes shots of several Wooster
r
film will
students. The
be shown Sunday night at 7:30
and 9:00 in Mateer. There will
be a nominal donation requested
for admision.
one-hou-

The Red Cross Bioodmobile
will be visiting the Church
House on Tuesday, May 6,
from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

sheet is in Lowry
Center. Parental permission
slips must be signed for anyone under 21 years of age.
The

The Marjorie S. Golder Award
for the senior girl who has contributed most to the college in
her four years at Wooster was
awarded to Dietra Delaplane. Dec
was one of six candidates selected
by a vote of the senior women.
Other
candidates were Linda
Blewitt, Marcia Bundy, Bonnie
Enke, Hannah Hone, and Lee
Parks. A committee of students,
Deans, and Head Residents selected Dec as a result of her qualifications of service, leadership and

sign-u- p

experience
film as "a multi-medi- a
involving the creative manipulation
of patterns of contrast and amalgamated cyclical progressions in
which the present actions become
thematic movements of both visual

This year Dee has been SGA
vice president in charge of women's affairs, or more commonly
known as WAB president. The
WAB works through the dorm
representatives in any area which
concerns women. In addition to
planning a vocational seminar,
H.E.R. weekend, and Little Sis
weekend,
the Women's Affairs
Board has maintained a policy of
continuous rule evaluation. The
possibility for change is greatest
for next year, since it is a transilivtion year. Already
ing is being offered to women,
and alterations in hours and housing are under consideration. These
and other changes have set a precedent for next year's WAB president, Nancy Rutledge, to continue
working with Mrs. Coster and the
WAB for a Wooster that offers
some basic structure of rules and
more freedom for diversity.
off-camp-

us

and audial media."
Designed around the concept of
the helix, the film experiments
with repetition of sound varying
from original electronic reverb to
everyday noises and monologue
written by Morgan. Visually, the
filmmaker has used themes of
darkness, contrast, and collage.
The movie does not unfold a
developed theme, said Morgan, or
evoke a particular emotion, but is
a glimpse of life from various
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145 East Liberty Street
Across from Newberry's

Do you want to hear it like it is on the Urban Studies
semester? Now's your chance! Five Wooster students on
the urban semester in Cleveland will be on campus from
10 a.m. until 3 p.m., Tuesday, May 6, to share their enthusiasm about this forward look in education at Wooster.
After their chapel presentation, the students will be in Lowry
'
Center until 3 p.m. to "tell it like it is."

Bonnie June McMillan and Peter Parr, both ceramics majors,
will be two of the five students exhibiting in the annual I.S.
art show opening Sunday afternoon with a reception at 4:00.
Other art majors exhibiting their work will be Margaret Lee,
Gary Okubo, and Lee Parks.
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and Wayne Hostetler. Polychron
opened the race for the Scots
with a time of 0:50.6, and Hos
tetler was the third man with a
time of 0:51.7. Sollman was the
second place man.

tion for the Scots either, as dash
man Artie Wilson also pulled a
muscle while running the 100- yard dash. He finished the race
with a 10.1, good for a fifth place.
Wilson started the 220-yardash
and
then
collapsed
when
the
Hostetler also placed third in
the mile run with a time of 4:25.6. muscle was reinjured.
Polychron was a member of the
Another big man for the Scots
was Andy Raevuori who placed
fourth in the high jump with a
height of six feet, and took third
in the 120-yarhigh hurdles with
a time of 0:15.6. Jeff Wise placed

Led by two record shattering stronc one with Earlham's Tom
performances, a determined Scot Shade setting a new meet record
inches.
track team turned in a sparkling of 45 feet, 5
Oberlin
Host
effort last Saturday.
Helm ran two sizzling 440-yaredged Wooster by three points for
dashes in addition to his jumping.
second place in the fifth annual
dash event, he
In the 440-yar- d
Great Lakes Colleges Association
fourth with a time of
placed
track and field championships, but
0:50.5. He came back as the anthe Scots' third place was their
chor man of the mile relay team.
best showing in this meet.
The Scots needed a first to press
Leading Wooster's field events Oberlin for second place and the
was Chuck Noth. Noth easily won relay members were determined to
the pole vault championship with get it. Helm ran another fast quar- a vault of 14 feet, lfc mch- - This
broke the old meet record, 13-set last year by Ohio Wesleyan's
His closest
Terry Lobochefski.
d

d

d

It

Helm also placed sixth in the
triple jump, leaping 42 feet, 8
inches. This event was another

student wishing to
participate in the first College
Any

of Wooster Archery Championships is asked to notify
Miss Buccalo or Coach Shipe
in the old Physical Education
Building immediately. The
tournament will be a modified
round with beginning and advanced divisions.

RESTAURANT

Bring Your Parents
in to Eat.
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for
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JOHN HELM
Qualifies for nationals

relay team which did not
finish due to a pulled muscle by
freshman Jim Grant. The Scots
were leading the race until Grant
had to drop out.

440-yar- d

This was not the only frustra

De-Pau-

VOICE

Sports Writer

by Dave Berkey
The Scots' golf team finished
sixth out of nine in hosting the
first annual Great Lakes Colleges
Association golf tournament held
at the College's Boles Memorial
Golf Course last Saturday. Wooster
received some consolation in the
fact that the GLCA coaches and
players were sufficiently pleased
with this trial tournament to schedule it again next year on the

appointing to coach Bob Nye.
"With the home course advantage,
we should have' played better," ho
said. The coach said that the
course played tough for everyone
with windy conditions and fast
greens but it was in good shape.

himself with a bogie on the first
hole while Albion's Keith Patterson and Ohio Wesleyan's Jerry
Kobmson parred it. In the second
hole, Patterson sank an
birdie putt to take second place.
18-fo-

Stickmen Drop
Contest To Tigers

ot

In the team scores behind

Wa-

Each one of the Scots shot in
bash, DePauw and Denison, Althe 80's with sixth man Buzz bion
had a 405, Kalamazoo a 407,
Ellis firing the day's low Wooster
Wooster a 409, Ohio Wesleyan a
score of 80. John Kattman re- 410, Oberlin
a 425, and Earlham
corded an 83 at the number one
a 447. The GLCA is comprised of
slot, Trevor Sharp an 81 at sec- 11 colleges
from Indiana, Michiond, Tom Wilcox an 82 at third gan and Ohio.
Scots home course.
Only Hope and
position, Jim Hodges an 83 as Kenyon
did not attend the tournaWabash College in Indiana took fourth man and Harry Hocking
ment.
first place honors with a team an 84 in the fifth slot.
total of 393. Runner-u- p
DePauw
Today the golfers travel to the
The day's low medalist was Bob
fired a 396, while third place Deni
Denison
Bowman of Wabash with a 75,
Four Ball Invitational
son had a 398. Each team used
Tournament. At this unusual event,
six players in the tournament and three over par. Three players tied
each team divides its six members
sudden-deatfor
second
h
with 76's and a
the five best scores were added toplay-of- f
teams. Each
was held for the sec- into three two-ma- n
gether for the team total.
ond and third place trophies. War-re- n pair plays each hole counting the
Wooster's total of 409 was dis
Peck of Wabash eliminated best score for the two for that hole.
The three pairs will add their
scores together for the team total.
Tomorrow the Scots host Central
--

by Tom Hilt
VOICE Sports Writer

The inability to clear and move
the ball continues to plague the
Fighting Scots as they dropped
lacrosse game to Wit
a close
tenberg University last Saturday.
The only bright spot for the day
was the weather as the Scots were
finally blessed with the sunshine
in Springfield after playing three
straight games in the rain.
9-- 7

Junior Steve Lynch proved to
be the workhorse for Wooster as
he piled up three goals and two

assists. Senior Scott Magrane had
two goals, while sophomore Tom
Lamonica and junior Ted Caldwell
each had one goal. Lamonica was
credited with two assists and Cald-wowith one assist. Caldwell remains
the team's leading scorer
State, Walsh and Ashland at 1:00
with 14 points.
p.m.

YOU NEED

ll

The Scots' phenomenal goalie,
junior JefT Kellogg, again had a
fine day with 25 saves. He should
be near, if not leading, the Midwest Lacrosse Association in saves.
''Wittenberg was a hard-hittinand an aggressive ball club,"
analyzed Scot coach Jack Lengyel.
"We're also spending too much
time; in the penalty box."
g
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r
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MOMMA
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For Mother's Day, May 11th,
will you sugar hsr with candy?
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Golfers Place Sixth In
GLCA Tourney, Wabash Victor

BLOCKS
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m,

WHATEVER
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erlin received the runner-utrophy
with 69 points, and the Scots were
CHUCK NOTH
third with 66. Last year Wooster
. . . GLCA pole vault champ
managed only eight points. The
fourth in the same event with a remaining eight teams were Earl-hatime of 0:15.9.
52; Ohio Wesleyan, 51;
Denison, 50; Hope, 411 ;
Weight man Ted Camp added a
331; Albion, 31; Kenyon,
point to the Wooster total with 21; and Kalamazoo, 10.
a throw of 124 feet, 5 inches in
the discus.
The Scots travel to Muskingum
tomorrow for their second dual
meet of the season. Their first dual
meet this year was last Wednesday
Nine-Tea- m
at Hiram.

- DIAMONDS

NORTH

Va

TO

m
11

John Helm's leap of 23 ft.
in. in the long jump last
Saturday's GLCA meet not
only qualified the freshman
track star for the Ohio Conference meet, but it also earned him the right to compete
in the NCAA National Championships at Ashland later
this spring.
1

y

3 SHORT

win valuable place points, but
they did it with some outstanding
times and jumps."

I

Sollman was also a member of
the mile relay team which placed
RICK SOLLMAN
first in a Dhoto finish with an ex
. . . 440 hurdle record holder
cellent time of 3:23.1. Sollman had
the fastest time of the quartet with ter in 0:50.9. The race ended in
0:49.9.
a virtual three-watie, and a
finish was required to deterphoto
The third outstanding individual
mine that Wooster had won.
on the team was John Helm, an
other freshman. Helm placed sec
Other members of the mile reond in the long jump with a leap lay team were Jim Polychron
of 23 feet. V inches. Ihis bet
tered the old GLCA record of 22
inches, but was not good
feet,
enough for the victory. Larlham s
Steve Ward bested Helm by six
inches for the new record.

WATCHES

The praises continued to flow
as Lafferty demarked, "The boys
did a great job. Not only did they

13-- 8.

Burning the track in a new
meet record of 0:54.9, freshman
Rick Sollman combined excellent
form with speed to win the 440- yard intermediate hurdles cham
pionship. This was also a new
Scot record, erasing the 0:58.6
mark set by Jeff Nye in 1966.
Sollman led from the start, winning by .6 seconds. The old
GLCA record time was 0:55.5.

NADELIN'S

exclaimed a jubilant Scot track
coach Bob Lafferty following the
meet. "Sollman did an outstanding job, and Helm was terrific!"

Wabash won the team tide with
an overwhelming 102 points. Ob- -

6,

competitor cleared

"I've never had anything
like this before at Wooster'

1830 Cleveland Rd., Wooster

j

0 Uli 9 rUT

Wittenberg had been winless
before Saturday's game with the
Scots and is now
Wooster's
record is
1--

2--

in the

Smother hor with flowers? Or
will you really speak her
language with a fashion gift

3.

4.
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The Scots face another tough
opponent tomorrow when they
host Oberlin at 2:00 on the Carl
Dale Memorial lacrosse field.

Stop In or Call
v

v

I

I

WATCH FOR
OUR SPECIAL

Wcostor Floral

KEENEY'S CAFETERIA

201

I. Liberty St.

Wooiter, Ohio
264-523- 4
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Sir

by Paul Meyer
VOICE Sports Editor

That's fine, Alvin, but how?
After 16 games of the 1969 season (this was written Monday
afternoon), the Indians have won just one game arid have lost 10
battles in a row. They have shown neither good pitching nor effective
hitting and nothing the front office has done has worked. One thinks
even George Custer would have at least a break-evechange against
this Tribe.
This corner believes that most of the blame for the Indians'
poor start has to be placed on the Cleveland pitching corps. Even
though Sunday's major league statistics showed the Indians last
in the American League in team batting average, the Tribe has
been scoring enough runs to win some games. Last year Cleveland won with just two or three runs a contest; this season, in
most outings, eight or nine tallies would not have been sufficient.
A glance at some comparative statistics will help to point this
out. In 1968 Luis Tiant was the ace of the staff with a 21-record
and a league-leadinearned run average of 1.60, the lowest in the AL
in 50 seasons. This year Tiant is
with an ERA of 8.75. Lefthander Sam McDowell was only
in '68, but his ERA was an
excellent 1.81. Through Sunday's game in '69, Sudden Sam stands
0-and 6.00. In fact, the staff ERA for last season was a fine 2.66;
this year Mike Paul has the lowest average 3.52 and he hasn't
even pitched eight innings yet!
There seem to be several reasons for the pitching collapse. One
could be the smaller strike zone and a second might be the lowered
mound. The main reason, however, concerns the threatened strike
before Spring training and the effect that movement had on the
pitchers.
Though the strike never really went into operation, many players
reported several weeks late tor training. That meant less time to pre
pare for the regular season obviously. Since occasional stretches
of bad weather cut down the time still more, the Tribe hurlers
haven't had enough time to loosen their arms or to get their ocntrol
problems solved. They've had to use an important part of the regular
season for these tasks which should have been finished in the South.
In a sense, then, the pitchers have had two Spring trainings one in
Tucson and another in Cleveland.
The Tribe cannot afford to let this second Spring training
continue much longer. Already Cleveland is 11 games out of
first place in the AL's Eastern Division, and the Indians are seven
games behind Washington, which is the first club they have to
catch. It's a baseball truism that the more teams that are ahead
of you, the more difficult it will be to reach first place, and the
Indians are learning that lesson from the bottom up.
Baltimore
Monday night the Indians hosted the division-leadine
New
York
off
series.
it
Then
of
first
to
was
a
Orioles in the
for a game with the surprisingly strong Yankees and to Washington
for three contests with the Senators. After that the Tribe begins
play in the other division where a win helps only half as much. Thus,
Cleveland is in a serious situation. Either the Indians come out of
their slump or consider themselves out of the pennant race.
The Indians' pitching staff is not so bad as it has shown so far.
Someday it will come around. The hitters, too, will pick up a few
points in their averages. Clearly, Cleveland cannot lose 161 games
this season. It's just not probable.
But right now, 150 looks like a possibility!
n
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by Tom Hilt
VOICE

Sports Writer

Sparked bv two outstanding
pitching performances, the College
of Wooster baseball team took a
twinbill from Oberlin last Saturday on the Scots' new field. In the
first game, Bob McCauley won a
decision, while John Baetz
6-pitched a three-hi- t
shutout in
7-- 3

0

the second game.
McCauley, in winning his first
game of the season, struck out
seven and walked three. McCauley
was well supported by the bats,
too, as the Scots had eight hits in
the game. Leading Scot batter,

4

3

g

two-gam-

Continuing its winning trend
since the spring trip south, the
Fighting Scot tennis team topped
Baldwin-Wallaclast Saturday
and outlasted Akron by the same
score last Tuesday.
The two wins pushed the Scots
over the .500 mark overall at
and raised their Ohio Conference
record to 4-match,
In the Baldwin-Wallacthe second doubles win by George
Fitch and Jim Stump was the decisive point. Larry Lindberg and
5-- 4

e

6-- 5

0.

e

Dan Uothermcl

won first doubles
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The Scots are now 2-- in the
Ohio Conference, and 7 overall.
They host Wittenberg University
at 1:50 tomorrow. They were
scheduled to play Akron University
last night.
4

3--

GAME

FIRST

Oberlin
Wooster

010
320

'

002
020

0
x
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-2

SECOND GAME

Oberlin
Wooster
Heidelberg
Wooster

000

000

0

112

101

x
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000

100
020

0-3- -2

000
010
t

6-8-

53-1-

-2
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7-- 0

0-4
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5-- 3

KIM HAUENSTEIN

Leads hitters with .382
The Scot baseballers begin

to make up for some of the
games that were rained put
earlier this season when they
host the Akron Zips this afternoon at 3:00 on the new
field. The two teams played
yesterday in Akron.
The addition of the second
Akron tilt gives the Scot
schedule a major league flavor as the team will play five

5--

JOHN BAETZ
Twirls

three-hi- t

shut-ou- t
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Sat. Feature 7:10 & 9:30
Sunday Continuous from 2:00
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games in as many days.
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No ordinary love story.
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Present this ad with admission to "Romeo and Juliet"
and receive a special 2 for 1 pass good for the W. C.
Fields Film Festival May 7 thru 13.
7th
Exclusive Limited Engagement
W. C. FIELDS and MAE WEST in
"MY LITTLE CHICKADEE"
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CJooa

Petryshyn relieved Becka in the
third inning and completed the

winning

pre-seaso-

BILL MILLER,

A '

point against disposed of his opponent, Fitch
won at the second slot. Stillson
his foe at five and
B-overpowered
e
match saw Bob
The
and Jeff Stillson combine to freshman Dave Berkey scored a
victory at
take their doubles battle, while key,
the first doubles team of Lind- sixth singles.
Stump found rough going at
berg. and Rothermel was edged.
three, while Rothermel dropped a
First singles saw the Jackets'
point at fourth singles.
Doug Squires down Lindberg in
Fitch and Stump were edged in
three sets, but Fitch outlasted John a close match
at second doubles,
match.
Klopfer in another three-se- t
Lindberg and Rothermel rallied to
Rothermel and Stillson finished win first doubles, which
gave the
out the Scot scoring with singles Scots their win.
e
Stillson and
wins over Jim Griesser and Bill
were beaten at third doubles.
Schaeffer, respectively.
The next match for the Scot
The win was a big one for netmen is tomorrow against OC
Wooster as Baldwin-Wallac- e
had foe Kenyon on the Lords' home
favor- courts. The Scots will be shooting
been picked as a
ite to take the OC championship. for five in a row in conference
In the Akron match, Lindberg action.

for the
Akron.

VOICE Sports Writer
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Akron
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by David Young
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Kim Hauenstein, had three hits,
upping his average to .382. Baetz,
playing outfield in the first game,
smashed two hits, while Dave
Poetter, Tom Boardman and McCauley each had one. The Scots
committed two errors.
Baetz pitched Wooster's first
shutout this season in the second
game. He gave up only three
hits, while his teammates backed him with seven safeties.
Leading the pitching staff with
a good 1.64 earned run average, Baetz fanned six and walked six. Supporting him with hits
were Eric Hummel, Mike Milli-ga- n,
and Ric Martinez, each with
two, and Dave Hopkins and
Boardman with one each. Baetz
also had a hit. The Scots committed two errors in the game.
"Baetz' three hits and his fine
pitching sparked the team," said a
delighted Scot coach Roger Welsh
after the doubleheader. "Both pitchers went all of the way, and they
looked quite strong."
Welsh added, "I was also pleased
with Dave Poetter's defensive play
at second base! We've had trouble
nil .' 11
Inn
rr
at that nneirirtn
Ml. wnenn
jrWUA..W..
1VUqJ
and he did quite a job.
The two victories were an improvement over the Scots home
opener against Heidelberg when
the Princes downed the Scots,
on Thursday, April 24. Wooster
left 14 men on bases, including
three in each of the first three
innings. Coach Welsh blamed the
loss, among other things, on the
Scots' inability to hit in the clutch.
"Although we played poorly, I
was pleased with Mike Petryshyn's
pitching performance," said Welsh.
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Alvin Dark, field chief of the vanishing Cleveland Indians, said
it all after the Tribe's
loss to the Washington Senators last Sun
day afternoon. "We're beating ourselves
.it's that simple,'
analyzed Dark. "Nobody's going to give us a game. We have to
do it ourselves."
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alb Believes U.S.

Losing

Pride, Gaining Understanding
Correspondent Marvin
Kalb, whose speech on U.S. foreign
policy was
by a filled
Chapel last Sunday afternoon,
called himself an optimist at a
discussion with students held later
in the day. However, immediately
following the talk, he was asked
by one woman, "Why didn't you
point out any of the good things
about America?"
well-receiv- ed

Kalb did spend the bulk of his
speech examining a history of
America's mistakes, but his optimism lay in a belief that America is finally beginning to learn
from some of its mistakes.
Mr. Kalb commended the
foreign policy followed in Nixon's
first 100 days. There's no doubt
Nixon wants to end the war, Kalb
remarked, and in fact, there are
very few people in Washington
anymore who want to win it.

Flair Travel Bargains

within

three

Buckeye Street

ICELANDIC CAR PACKAGES
EURAILPASSES

He predicted that the President
will withdraw 50,000 troops from

Vietnam

LYRIC II
131 North

STUDENT TOURS

to four

months.

The Franco Zeffirelli

FREIGHTER CRUISES

Kalb sees three factors behind
d
our
humility.
The
"balance of terror," the Vietnam
war and the
of nationall
alism
over the world.
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t

Every Day

FOR DRUGS
IMamaa

Bell Bottom

$6.00
Jeans ...
Used Fatigue Shirts .... ... .. ..$1.99
Striped Knit Shirts ..$1 .99 & $2.49
Tennis Rackets
.$1.99
Tennis Balls . ... ... ... . . . 3 for $1.94

Campus Umbrellas

"Closest to the Campus"

jmmt:

WHAT'S GREEN ALL OVER

ihtttmiiMMi

hUoaL

.a mt t i

Fiat 124 Sport Coupo
$2,940

FOUR seats . . . TWO (dual) overhead
full synchromesh
cams . . . FOUR-spee- d

AND SMELLS GOOD?

$3.95

..

.

mMMa1

,

CBS

Friday, May 2, 1969

P. O. E.

stick shift . . . fOUfl-whedisc brakes.
Plus radial tires . . . Gran Turismo styling.
el

WHITEY'S

Army-Nav- y

Wooster Shipping Center

262-613-

1
SH3MOU

40

3SDOH

Glixdloitti Motto GenteJi

A Good Place to Eat

loungo

and Jack's

Tom

Coor Day Greetings

SEA FOOD
CHOPS
COCKTAILS
VI
W. Liberty Si.
Ohl.
GOOD LUCK, SCOTSI

STEAKS

339

HOW DOES
FIAT DO IT
FOR THE PRICE?

757 Spruce St., Wooster
Phone
"Where the Young Ones Are"

tit,

262-389-

1

Compliments of the
NADELIN'S RESTAURANT

BOOK STORE

Bring Your Parents

in to Eat.

Plac.

Before you buy
a car...

Open

for

24

Dat.i

Hrs.

Every Day

1?,.

FASHION, ITALIAN STYLE
imnmun,,!,

IIMIM.IUAIUU

lj

Get Expert
Travel
Assistance

open your

-

ii

PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT
JfeiLS? Jhe.c?r Vu rea,'y wan- -

re m

Money-savin- g

TbriftlChccks help put it in your ranga-s- nd
keep
It thou
Deal fct payments stafl you-J- ust
tfsn cad tncV
JbrifUCtecfes. Ttey proa rci

7
from

.

KWtateaea

.

Wooster

y
1

Automobile Club
200 W. Liberty St.
Wooster

Phone

264-98- 99

Mkmm)

C3 cs3-&r- t

wKh personalized ThrfftiChecks

now. See us.

The Vayne County National Bank
WOOSTER, OHIO
MEMBER

Amster
Shoes

fcsa

fit F?f

lid

FDIC

fc

mod

Wooster Lumber
U VS?

O

fc.f
Co,

OPPOSITE THE FAIRGROUNDS

